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July 10, 1990 & APPLIED SCIENCE
{ Mr. Alexander Adams #

L U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission [, # ,[""'" "
,

| Mail Stop 10-D-21
-- Washington, . D. C. 20555 f,'[, *u"r ji , 8'"'

Charlottesville, VA 2290.k2442
Subject: Proposed amendment to UVAR ( Facility LicenE$fdd, FAX 804 982 2634,

4

Docket 50-62)-Technical Specification 6.2.3.(6)
LI

Dear Mr. Adams:

. The UEVa. Reactor Facility management requests NRCapproval of the following amendment to UVAR TS 6. 2. 3.- ( 6) . The
proposed wording was approved by our Reactor Safety Committee onJuly 2, 1990.

"(6) review reactor operation. Audits by .the Reactor Safety, Committee of selected operational records will be performed once '

each. calendar year.- These audits will consist of spot checks of
reactor- staff compliance with reactor operating procedures,; Technical Specifications and license provisions.",

; Justification

~ This. amendment is justified because it states moreclearly than-the present TS the scope and objectives of Reactor q

Safety Committee ' RSC) audits of reactor operations.
-

wording removes-po(ssible ambiguity present in the current TS, which
. The proposed

could lead to an erroneous interpretation that each and'every ;,

record associated with reactor operations should be reviewed by theRSC during its audits. During audits the RSC spot-checks selected
|

=

records'for examples of proper reactor operation. Audits covering ~

.the past 30 years of UVAR reactor operations have been performed by
~the RSC in accordance with the proposed wording.=
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